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Girl short story analysis

Follow the latest daily buzz with BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Hey, friends! I congratulate you on another New Year with another guide from me! I recently got into the world of literature and I want to introduce it to you too! So, what are you waiting for? Let's get start!, &gt; writing utensils &gt; paper &gt;
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING, SO DON'T FORGET ABOUT IT!!! - YOUR IMAGINATION! - As everyone knows, stories start once... This is not a bad way to start and it can be used as an interesting hook for your audience, but... Let's hold this for a while. Let's start by thinking about what you
want to write about: Fantasy, Mystery, Science Fiction, Non-Fiction, Historical Fiction, Romance, etc. choose one, and start letting your imagination flow. Typically, a storyline appears in a roller coaster union or something on a triangle. There is exposure, conflict, ascending action, culmination, falling
action and resolution. It's easier to start brainstorming with climax or resolution so you can work backwards. You have to fill in the conflict first (which will drive the protagonist's feelings to create a story). There are four types of conflicts: &gt; Most common: Character vs. Character (protagonist vs.
antagonist) &gt; Single internal conflict: Character vs. Yourself &gt; Last two: Character vs. Nature &gt; Character vs. Society After performing all this work, you can finally come to writing! That's the thing: everyone writes unequivocally. There are many perspectives you can write with: 1st PoV, and 3rd
PoV. There are 3 types of third point of view. &gt;Objective: Where Narrator doesn't know any thoughts from any character. It's like they see it with their own eyes.&gt;Rated: Where the narrator knows what everyone thinks.&gt;Limited: Where the narrator can hear the thoughts of only one person (the
protagonist). Get to write now! Usually the first one you write or write will be your project. You can get a friend to view it and give you thoughts about it to clean it up. Success! Hi guys! Want to do something special? Something different from a cooking recipe? Thus, you have found the right insetal! You
don't need to buy anything, you just need a piece of paper and a pen or a computer to write. You also need some imagination and a little patience. Don't worry! It's not like a novel! You must write a maximum of 3 pages. Now let's go make a short story!   The pictures I posted here inspired me to have
different stories, so I put them here. First of all, you have to choose the main characters. (maximum 5 different protagonists) Then you need to describe their appearance, character and explain how they are related. You have to give enough details without revealing everything.  They should be ordinary
individuals with a special and disturbing feature. (This picture Mine, my cousin drew it. Its website: Now, you have to draw the place of history. He can be anywhere, as long as his description is uncertain and a bit of suffering. In such a story you have to imagine three different places maximum. Places
should be familiar to the reader. (House, on the street, in the cinema, etc....) You should also describe the ambient air, the atmosphere associated with the places. A short story should be based on two or three topics. He can deal with any topic. (About nature, for example) The story can be fantastic
too. Throughout the story you have to focus on these topics. Events should unfold around them. You can make them obvious, but it is more important when these subjects are implicit. In this step you have to enter something strange in the real and normal context. Something that will disturb the behavior
of the characters and their habits. You have to be scary in a particular scene, what can be called a key scene. Characters, and of course the reader, should feel insecure, lost and concerned about what is happening. A short story should be scattered from the details. After the key-scene you should be
more and more accurate in the descriptions. This step is relevant because the reader will use these details as clues to imagine how the story ends. These details may have different meanings and interpretations. The reader must lead the wrong track and misinterpre the events of the story and the attitude
of the characters. Tensions must endure until the end of history. This feeling will encourage the reader to know the result. You have to make the tension deeper. The attitude of the characters will change, the places will seem alarming. The reader's attention should be returned. He should not suspect what
will really happen at the end of the story and should be afraid. Only at the right end of the story, in the last sentence, in the last words, will you open the denunciation. That means the fall of history. You have to come up with an unexpected ending. If the reader is surprised and amazed, you managed to
build a short story. Here are some of the best stories around, and what makes them even more remarkable is the fact that each of them is totally free. If you like to read this article just for you.1. A zero-meter diving team, Jim Shepard Michael has lived most of his life in a state of mind in which you take
risks and deny risk at the same time, out of rage. This story is about three brothers who got into a terrible catastrophe that occurred near Chernobyl on April 26, 1986. The spectacular aftermath of the disaster makes a dramatic backdrop as the brothers deal with the effects of nuclear meltdown. The zero-
meter diving team is available for from BOMB.2 magazine. A tiny holiday, Chris Adrian Titania was the only one among them to ever ride a roller coaster, but she didn't offer the experience as an analogy because it seemed insufficient to describe a process that for her felt less brutally unpredictable to ride
than how someone broke your heart one day and then stuffed it back into your chest in the next. A tiny holiday for those who love fabulous people. According to the plot, the baby was exchanged for a hobby, but the tiny child has a very serious illness. The story is available for free from The New Yorker.3.
Lorry Raja, Madhuri VijayWin humiliated me with a game of mud, as he called it, smashing pieces of iron ore with my hammer. Laurie Raja is a story about children and families in India. These families have been forced into forced labor to extract iron to build an Olympic stadium in China. It can be read
from The Narrative magazine. You will need to send an email address to access the full story.4 Bluebell Meadow, Benedict ChieliWona scattered the balls on the table and moved them, making designs, shapes and patterns with them, playing with them as if they were checkers or dominoes or gems.
Bluebell Meadow is set to go into trouble in Ireland. We are talking about two teenagers who, although in love, have a chasm of religious ideals between them. It is available for free from Google Books. 5. Beneficiary, Nadine GordimerV this Saturday: she landed in an apartment looted by the present, and
filled it with explosive astonishment, the presence of the past. A woman discovers a shocking mystery about her mother in Beneficiary. The story is available for free from The New Yorker.6. The man on the stairs, Miranda JulyThis is my problem with life, I just rush through it as I am being harassed. This
is a creepy and very short fairy tale. It is available for free from Scribd.7. Bullet in the brain, Tobias WolfWine was never at his best temperament anyway, Anders is a book critic known for being a skilful, elegant savagery with whom he sent out almost everything he had confessed. A normal day in the
bank turns into horror very quickly. You can find the ball in your brain for free here.8. Safari, Jennifer EganLu - a man who can't stand defeat - can't take it as anything but a boost to her own inevitable victory. Safari is about a dysfunctional group of people going on an African safari. The story is quite
poignant in its narrative. It is available from The New Yorker. 9. Hills like white elephants, Ernest HemingwayY know that you do not mind, Jig. It's really nothing else. It's just to let the air in. This story takes place in Spain and is a conversation between a man and a woman waiting for a train. Ernest liked
to taste his stories with analogies. This story is no different. It is available for free here.10. Drinking coffee elsewhere, the ZZ Packer She kept crying but seemed to grow so quiet in my room I thought if I could hear the numbers changing on my digital clock. This is the story of the coming era. A girl
entering college calls into question her culture, her sexuality, etc. The story is available for free from The New Yorker. On his foot in the spine, running through the dogs there, the lynx watched, waiting for the man to leave. This story is available across the Atlantic for free. The story is about a group of
miners and how they will cope with the dangers of coal mining12. Evelyn, James JoyceVona sat by the window watching the evening invade the avenue. The story is one of several short stories from Joyce's Dubliners and is available for free. The story is about a young woman who has a second opinion
about leaving her homeland of Ireland.13 The translator of diseases, Jumpa LahiriPo-his correspondence will fulfill his dream of serving as a translator between nations. Ms. Lahiri received the Pulitzer Prize for this story in 2000. The story of a family visiting India and their guide. History is available for free
here.14. All summer into the day, Ray BradburyDita pressed against each other as many roses, so many weeds, washed away, peering out to look at the hidden sun. Wonderful read by one of the brightest science fiction writers ever, Ray Bradbury. The story takes place on Venus and focuses on the
children of those who settled there. It can be downloaded for free here.15. The Perfect Day for Banana Fish, J.D. Salinger:With her little varnish brush, while the phone rang, she walked through her little boy's nail, emphasizing the moon's line. Then she replaced the cap on a bottle of varnish and,
standing, passed it on the left — with a wet hand back and forth through the air. This is a story about an atypical day on the beach. The entire book can be downloaded for free here.16. A tiny smiling dad, Mary HeitskillHiba, that it was Kitty's coldness, her always turning away, her sarcastic voice. But she
was a teenager and that's what teenagers did. The story revolves around turbulent teenage years, though a child in history in his late twenties. The father recalls his daughter's teenage years. The story can be read for free here17. They're made from meat, Terry Bisson Why not? Imagine how unbearable
how indescribably cold the universe would be if one was one... Aliens make a fun discovery. History was nominated for the Nebula Award in 1991. The story can be read for free here18. Yellow wallpapers, Charlotte Perkins GilmanIf and her own husband reassures friends and relatives that there is really
nothing but temporary nervous depression, a small hysterical tendency - what to do? The story of a young woman descending into madness after the birth of a child. The user can choose which format to download. Available for free here.19. All at one point, Italo CalvinoMy say hello- sometimes someone
recognizes me, at other times I recognize someone - and we immediately start asking about it, and that one (even if everyone remembers only a few of those remembered by others), and so we start again on old disputes, slander, delights. This is a very short story that revolves around the very beginning
of the universe. History is available for free.20. Italy's Antonio Elefano Aja could only focus on you: your synchronous pitch, your forward leaning like your feet seemed to disappear among the tables as you slid around the room. Italy is a bitter tale of a couple for many years of marriage. The story can be
read for free here. Well, we had all these kids planting trees, look, because we realized that... it was part of their education to see how, you know, root systems... as well as a sense of responsibility, take care of things, being individually responsible story about an unusual school dealing with a rather kind
subject. The story can be read for free.22 In the penal colony of Franz Kafka, the convicted man, by the way, had the expression of such a dog's resignation that it looked as if he could be released to roam the slopes and only have to whistle at the beginning of the execution so that he could return. The
man is sentenced to death in the most unusual way. Read the story for free23. Symbols and signs, Vladimir NabokovAfter eliminating a number of articles that may offend or scare him (something in the line of gadgets, for example, was taboo), his parents chose a dumbfounded and innocent trifle — a
basket with ten different fruit jelly in ten small jars. The couple go to visit their son in a psychiatric institution only to turn away. The story is available from The New Yorker.24. Goose berry, Anton ChekhovAle exactly wants a corpse of this, not a man. And I hear that our intelligentsia yearn for land and
wants to buy farms. But it all comes down to six feet of land. The story of two brothers who restored themselves after the death of their father. The story is available here25. Sea oak, George SaundersAle is not bitter. Sometimes she's so unviable that she gets on my nerves. The story of an aunt who
refuses to stay dead. History is available for free.26. Those who walk away from Omelas, Ursula K. Le GuinAle we do not speak words cheer much more. All smiles have become archaic The story of the price of utopia. History is available for free here.27. Weldt, Ray Bradbury Shadow flickered over Mr
McClean's hot face. The story of the murderous room. You can read it for free here.28 The bear came across the mountain, Alice Munro Her hair, which was as light as the fluff of milk, somehow went from pale blond to white, did not miss Grant exactly when, and she still wore it to her shoulders, as her
mother Did Story about the professor's wife losing memory. It was later adapted into a film, Far From It. The story can be found in The New Yorker. 29. Nose Nikolai GogolIvan Yakovych put on a jacket over the shirt for politeness, and, sitting alone at the table, poured salt, got a couple of onions ready,
took a knife in his hand, took on important air and cut the roll open. Then he looked into the middle of the roll. To his great surprise, he saw something shimmering there. He gently struck him with a knife - then struck him with a finger. Two men wake up to a very unpleasant morning. History can be found
here30. Drowned, Juneau Diaz Days, which we spent in the mall or in the parking lot, playing stick, but the nights were what we were waiting for. The young man returns home from college only to find many things have changed. Read for free. Free.
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